Modelling and analysis of a gene-regulatory feed-forward loop with basal expression of the second regulator.
Efficient adaptation strategies to changing environmental conditions are essential for bacteria to survive and grow. Fundamental restructuring of their metabolism is usually mediated by corresponding gene regulation. Here, often several different environmental stimuli have to be integrated into a reasonable, energy-efficient response. Fast fluctuations and overshooting have to be filtered out. The gene regulatory network for the anaerobic adaptation of the pathogenic bacterium Pseudomonas aeruginosa is organized as a feed-forward loop (FFL), which is a three-gene network motif composed of two transcription factors (Anr for oxygen, NarxL for nitrate) and one target (Nar for nitrate reductase). The upstream transcription factor (Anr) induces the downstream transcription factor (NarXL). Both regulators act together positively by inducing the target (Nar) via a direct and indirect regulation path (coherent type-1 FFL). Since full promoter activity is only achieved when both transcription factors are present the target operon is expressed with a delay. Thus, in response to environmental stimuli (oxygen, nitrate), signals are mediated and processed in a way that short pulses are filtered out. In this study we analyze a special kind of FFL called FFLk by means of a family of ordinary differential equation models. The secondary FFL regulator (NarXL) is expressed constitutively but further induced in the presence of the upstream stimuli. This FFL modification has substantial influence on the response time and cost-benefit ratio mediated by environmental fluctuations. In order to find conditions where this regulatory network motif might be beneficial, we analyzed various models and environments. We describe the observed evolutional advantage of FFLk and its role in environmental adaptation and pathogenicity.